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MEDAILON/MEDALLION
Josef Beneš was born on 1 March 1917 in Vlčnov, where he went to a primary school (1923) (1924) (1925) (1926) (1927) (1928) . After studies at the grammar school in Uherský Brod in 1928-1936 he attended, in the following year, the State Pedagogical Academy in Brno, and after graduation started to work as a teacher. In 1938 In -1955 he was first a practising teacher and then a specialist teacher in the towns of Vlčnov, Nivnice and in Uherský Brod.
In 1943 Beneš joined the ranks of voluntary museum workers in the Museum Society for Moravian Slovakia in Uherský Brod. He soon became responsible for the Ethnographic Department and later for the art collections in the Uherský Brod museum. In this period (1946) (1947) (1948) (1949) he also studied art education and descriptive geometry at the Pedagogical Faculty of Palacký University in Olomouc, and employed this knowledge in his teaching activities. In 1950 he became vicechairman of the Museum Society, and after its decline chairman of a newly established museum committee temporarily in charge of the administration of the Uherský Brod museum (1951) (1952) (1953) (1954) . In 1955 he became its first director. In the course of his work in the museum, Beneš participated, among other thing, in the installation of an ethnographic exhibition (1947) , in the preparation of an exhibition about the history of the Uherský Brod region and an exhibition dedicated to Jan Amos Komenský (1952 Komenský ( , 1953 Presentation (and generally educational) forms at the theoretical level were also close to Beneš in relation to practical experience with museum exhibitions. He wrote articles analysing museum visitors, their division and characterization of the museum environment, and explored the use of photographs and texts. He also focused on the issues of museum brochures, invitations and catalogues and touched upon the rules of creating exhibition concepts, produced hierarchies of museum exhibits and explained the term "museum language". Nonetheless, Beneš also addressed other museum functions even though they apparently were not of primary importance for him. In the book Museum and Collections (1977) he brought an extensive analysis of the term "collection item," discussed museum documentation and cataloguing, addressed the systematization and organisation of collections and the issue of depositories. The final section describes the involvement of museums in research activities and their contribution to science. In The Dictionary of Museology (1978) Beneš explains the basic museology terminology in its entirety, and despite the fact that the dictionary was only published in Czech, it remains one of the most important works in a new approach to museology.
Josef Beneš mentions the Prague museologist Jiří Neustupný as his "teacher in museology, a model and example due to his approach to museological thinking as a necessary professional skill of every museologist." Although Neustupný focused more on the scientific use of collections that on their educational function, they both agreed on the importance of special museologies, in relation to Neustupný's prehistory as well as Beneš's ethnography. Their joint activities at the Centre for the Teaching of Museology of the Faculty of Arts, Charles University within the National Museum in 1968-1981 only ended with Neustupný's death, followed by the decline of the centre.
In the 1980s Josef Beneš took a prominent part in the activities of the newly established International Committee for Museology (ICOFOM), which provided him with a number of stimuli for his further work. He was influenced by Vinoš Sofka and Peter van Mensch. In his articles Beneš contributed to the basic issues of museum identity (published in Museological Working Papers 2, 1981) , and also published in the more concretely oriented annual ICOFOM Study Series, writing on the subjects of museum substitutes (ISS 8, 1985) , museum futurology (ISS 16, 1989) and museum research and its application (ISS 21, 1992 
